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1. Abstract 

 

This thesis is a retrospective examination of practice based research as constituted by eight 

published outputs spanning a period of twenty years. The field in which the research began 

was British feminist photography of the 1980s and 1990s, part of the postmodern response 

to modernism/formalism. The analytical text that forms part of the thesis argues that the 

key contribution being made to this field is ‘Wilful Amateurism’, a term I have coined to 

describe an aesthetic which can be compared, and possibly contrasted with the aesthetic of 

play and boundary transgression found in artists of the avant-garde such as Duchamp and 

Hannah Höch. My application of Wilful Amateurism is a fusing of sculpture and 

performance understood as photography. The experiential origins are feminist, inhabiting 

the domestic, absurdism and motherhood. In addition to traversing boundaries between 

mediums, Wilful Amateurism ignores distinctions between the genres of landscape, still 

life and self-staging and I cite this as my original contribution to knowledge. 

 

The research is discussed within the prevailing attitudes in photography in the 1990s as a 

defiant attempt to bring a lived, feminine/domestic experience into the professionalized 

photographic domain that was categorised by either genre or gender. The research question 

and the driving force behind the work constituted within the submission is presented in the 

text as a desire to subvert the technical and professionalized aspects of photography so that 

my images are  ‘entered’ and for the space between reality and fantasy to be experienced 

and understood.  

 

Other key artists who I identify as Wilful Amateurs include John Cage, Claude Cahun, 

Cindy Sherman and Helen Chadwick. The enquiry is underpinned by my research into the 

theories of DW Winnicott, Jean Rouch, Vilém Flusser and Bruno Latour.  

 

As the study will demonstrate, my methodology encompasses bricolage, defined as an ad 

hoc synthesis of space/place, object, performance and absurdity aimed at creating  fictions. 

As I will show, I use the camera as an agent of my will and imagination to act on its 

subject/object. The resulting photographs enable the viewer to ‘willingly suspend disbelief’ 

and become a performer.  Finally the point is made that the aesthetic category of Wilful 

Amateurism that I have identified, is tentative, requiring further research to become a 

possible tool for continuing study of this field. 
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2. Introduction  

 

This thesis is a retrospective reflection on practice-led research made over many years. It 

comprises a written analytical text and eight publications produced between 1994 and 

2011. The analytical text articulates the research question that has served to underpin my 

long term enquiry, discusses my methodology and methods, and indicates how the 

publications contribute to an existing body of knowledge. The publications in both book 

and exhibition forms are bound into the thesis in electronic (PDF) book form.  

 

The field of British Feminist Photography - The feminist Moment 

 

The work in this study is rooted in the context of a feminist moment occurring in the 

1980s; a key text for that time being Deborah Bright’s Of Mother Nature and Marlboro 

Men first published in the important journal of the time: Exposure 23:1 in the winter of 

1985. Bright comments on her website that the essay ‘was an attempt to answer the 

question: "Why are there no great women landscape photographers?”’ (Bright: online) she 

notes that this essay still resonates today. (Ibid). 

 

From the 1960s until this point, photography had been influenced to some extent by the 

modernist/formalist aesthetic of John Szarkowski who was the Curator of Photographs at 

MoMA, New York. His thinking was based on an art historical model, which was a 

specific modification of Clement Greenberg’s notion of the integrity of the medium. A 

simplification of Greenberg’s thought was that modern art was ‘immanent to practice’ 

(Greenberg in Harrison and Wood, 1992: 3). In his book The Photographer’s Eye first 

published in 1966, he observes; ‘these pictures are unmistakably photographs. The vision 

they share belongs to no school or aesthetic theory, but to photography itself.’ 

(Szarkowski, 1966: 7).  

 

In Britain the emergence of feminist photography in the 1980s and 1990s contributed to a 

postmodern response to this. Susan Butler, as co-editor (1984-6) of Creative Camera made 

a point of featuring and supporting the work of women (Brittain, 1999: 13) particularly that 

of Helen Chadwick, Hannah Collins, Karen Knorr, Jo Spence, Mitra Tabrizian and Mari 

Mahr. This was at a time when photography in the UK was polarised between 

‘“staged/PCL work, on the one hand and ‘straight/documentary, on the other.’” (Butler in 
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Brittain, 1999: 13). Chadwick, Knorr, Spence and Mahr were particularly significant for 

me, especially in the early 1990s. Feminist practice within photography encompassed more 

than representations of landscape, still life or portrait but involved performance, sculpture 

and politics to push against the purist boundaries of modernism.  

 

Out of all of this a new post-modern feminist photographic culture emerged in the UK of 

which the publications in this study are constituent. In mapping the trajectory of these 

outputs, they start off outside in the landscape, return to the home and end up in the artist’s 

cell1.   

 

In tracing the movement of my practice transgressing boundaries and back again, I have 

defined an aesthetic area that I call Wilful Amateurism and that I cite as my original 

contribution to knowledge. 

 

Wilful Amateurism2  

 

My work has been defined over the years in terms of genre e.g., Landscape, still life and 

finally the self-image - all of which I find constricting. The minute I am classified I must 

move on to something new, so that I am always breaking boundaries, always difficult to 

place (always difficult). ‘Sian’s work has always defied categorisation, and she 

deliberately courts such ambiguities, along with the ever-present risk of the art evaporating 

into thin air.’ (Chandler, 2013: unpublished).  

 

I will be arguing that my practice of Wilful Amateurism functions within a paradoxical 

space between sculpture, performance and photography.  It is made manifest through my 

own lived domestic experience and is fuelled by the following characteristics: play, 

imagination, dysfunction, irreverence, absurdity, chance and fiction – and, for reasons that 

follow, is understood as photography. It is within this paradoxical space that I situate the 

methodology for my research. In it my sculptural and photographic sensibilities do not 

exist independently, the one must pursue the other in an endless feedback loop; a Mobius 

Strip, an ‘intermediate area of experiencing’ (Winnicott, 1958: p 230).  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1	  	  This phrase artists’s cell I credit to Joanna Lowry who first coined it at an in-conversation event held by Photoworks in 

	  
2 Throughout this text I use UK spelling except where quoting from sources using US spelling, which I retain.  
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According to a dictionary definition, wilfulness involves ‘Asserting or disposed to assert 

one's own will against persuasion, instruction, or command; governed by will without 

regard to reason; determined to take one's own way; obstinately self-willed or perverse" 

(OED). As a child, to be described as wilful was not a compliment; for some it is a more 

positive term ‘Willfulness as audacity, willfulness as standing against, willfulness as 

creativity.’ (Ahmed, 2010: online). I want to indicate here that wilful amateurism, as I 

understand it, is feminist but more implied than asserted; it is a contrary signifier.  

 

The word amateur defines an unpolished, unskilled or raw accomplishment as well as a 

lack of professionalism. There is also the meaning of doing something for the love of it: 

‘the Amateur renews his pleasure (amator: one who loves and loves again)’ (Barthes, 

1977: 52). I am re-claiming this word amateur to describe an attitude or state of mind, 

common to the work of artists who possess the aesthetic I am identifying  - and the re-

appropriation of the word amateur in both its meanings, I would argue, is a wilful exercise 

in itself.  

 

Wilful Amateurism is conceptualized within the context of experiential practice, the 

origins for which lie in the domestic, motherhood, absurdism and feminism. The notion of 

everyday living as an experiential practice is not a new one; Dada was formulated a 

century ago with a similar aim (Jones 2004: 299) but I would argue that Dada was more 

knowing, more arch, more about Dada for its own sake; it had a manifesto. Wilful 

Amateurism is lodged in the real, it is art but despite itself not for itself. 

 

Photography, a technical and professionalized medium and I suggest also, an intrinsically 

masculine one (taking itself so seriously) is a ripe medium for subversion by the likes of 

Wilful Amateurism. I documented my daily domestic life with my camera, hand held and 

without a tripod in the early 1990’s. It was the means to enter another world, another 

dimension (Abbott 1952: 80) and in so doing disrupted acceptable subject matter for 

photography. 
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 Bonnell, Kitchen Sink 1991                                     Bonnell, Living Room 1991 

 

 

These images were made with the intention of revealing this almost hallucinatory space as 

a means of temporal elusion. My earlier use of the camera in the 1980’s attempted 

something similar but the difference here was that these spaces were fabricated, not 

fashioned with the imagination from everyday existence. 

 

 

    
Bonnell, Degree Show, Two Views, Chelsea School of Art, 1981 

 

In re-imagining ordinary domestic space, the intention was escape rather than artifice.  
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This evasion of the domestic quotidian exposes the absurdity and isolation of mind that 

comes from the repetition of everyday tasks (Beckett 1961: 18) and their dangers (Zoline 

1988: 27). The absurd in this context is uniquely female.  I cite as an example, Semiotics of 

the Kitchen (Rosler 1975). The female/feminist absurdism of Wilful Amateurism manifests 

itself completely in the series  Everyday Dada made between 2003 and 2005. 

 

As I have formulated it, Wilful Amateurism is a form of serious play derived from the 

chance and play of Cage and Duchamp reworked as a feminine/ist 21st century deviation of 

dada and conceptualism. In fusing the thinking of Flusser (the black box), and Latour (the 

object as actant) - Rouch (magic and ciné trance) and Winnicott (transitional space) I am 

proposing that Wilful Amateurism makes a catalyst of the camera interior with the product 

of this catalytic process - the photograph - acting as a conduit to ‘an address to the mind 

and the spirit…’(Gooding in Bonnell, 2004: 48). This is photography; the camera is the 

agent that allows the work to happen. The camera is integral to the making of my work. 

Wilful Amateurism evinces this potential space, the black box of the camera interior, [and, 

in turn the image it generates] as a space for the imagination to manifest.  

 

 

Who shares the aesthetic of Wilful Amateurism? 

 

In this section I will provide a brief survey of key artists who share some or all of these 

characteristics.3  

 

No survey of artistic misbehaviour could exist without the inclusion of Duchamp. 

Duchamp’s great skill is his ubiquity within so many art movements whilst remaining 

completely elusive. John Cage tells of his maintaining two studios in New York, one 

which was empty - the public one - and the other which he worked in but kept secret. 

(Retallack in Basualdo and Battle, 2013: 241). Duchamp was a major influence on my 

education through his subversion and dissent; I do not agree with everything he stands for 

but I have to admire the absurdity of some of his ideas, for example his Reciprocal 

Readymade of 1913 ‘Use a Rembrandt as an ironing board’ (Stallabrass, 2003: 2). John 

Stezaker speaks of Duchamp’s readymade as ‘a point of interruption in the flow of 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3 Unfortunately a detailed study is beyond the scope of this text.   
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images.’ (Roberts, 1997: 145).  He goes on to discuss the way that Duchamp describes his 

readymades ‘as arrests, sometimes more pessimistically as delays.’ (Ibid 145). I agree with 

him; I believe that the object when willed to be something other - as a readymade or if 

placed in a new context, will provide an interruption, causing a stoppage.  

 

My work has been underpinned by the history of Dada and Surrealism but much of the 

Women Dadaists’ work has been somewhat hidden. In Women in Dada 1998 Naomi 

Sawelson-Gorse writes ‘Dada embodied the male as a term and a movement’ (1998: x), 

she continues ‘This movement of absolute rebellion was also one of repression.’ (ibid: xii). 

Interestingly, Duchamp’s portrait of himself as his alter-ego Rrose Sélavy, cited by Philip 

Auslander along with the work of Cindy Sherman in the theatrical category of imagery 

which is known occasionally as “performed Photography” (2006: 2), is seen as another 

form of female repression in Dada; ‘the feminine is often incorporated into the male, as in 

Marcel Duchamp’s Rrose Sélavy, which effectively denies her existence and individuality. 

He becomes the alluring one as she.’ (Sawelson-Gorse, 1998: xiv) - one notes a 

contemporary equivalent today, in the pervasiveness of ‘Clare’/Grayson Perry speaking 

as/for women artists. 

 

Hannah Höch is best known for inventing photomontage with Raoul Haussman in 1918. 

She also made sculptural assemblages (Dada dolls), drawings and found lace and 

handiwork patterns which she combined with photography combining traditional women’s 

crafts with mass culture. (Dickerman, 2005: 474).  Höch was concerned largely with the 

representation of the ‘new woman’ of the Weimar Republic. She was the only female 

member of Berlin Dada and was a strong influence on my series Everyday Dada. This 

contemporary description of her as:  

 

‘“a quiet” or a “good girl” with a “slightly nun-like grace” and a “tiny voice” who “made 

herself indispensable” by providing “sandwiches, beer and coffee” to “her masculine 

colleagues” of Berlin Dada’ (Sawleson-Gorse, 1998: xii)  

 

seems completely at odds with the woman who made those photomontages.  Her later 

imagery, The Ethnographic Museum series c 1929, raised shocking issues of acquisition 

and display and used images of women to comment on the New Woman as ‘the Other, the 

commodity, and the psychosexual.’ (Lavin in Sawelson-Gorse, 1998: 351). 
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Claude Cahun was both wilful and amateur. For Doy, her appearance which was referred 

to at different times as androgynous, masculine or lesbian  ‘amounted to a refusal of 

categorisation’ (2007: 93).  She was a prolific artist from around 1915 until her death in 

1954, her work remaining largely hidden, although it did feature occasionally in survey 

exhibitions on Surrealism. In 1994 her work was shown in the exhibition Mise en Scene at 

the ICA. In an essay for the accompanying catalogue David Bate states that her images 'hit 

contemporary practice like an arrow through time’ (Bate in Dexter & Bush, 1994: 6). Her 

photographs do feel remarkably contemporary and fresh. In looking at her self portraits, 

they remind me of Duchamp’s interruptions and delays. One is slowed down when 

regarding her pictures, through their insistence on answers to their questioning. It seems 

Cahun possessed only a limited knowledge of photographic processes, maintaining the 

services of a processing laboratory for all her post production work and using the  same 

camera for over 35 years. (Stevenson in Downie, 2006: 55).  

 

Leperlier tells us that as a result of her self-stagings and autobiographical writings Cahun 

developed a ‘theatrical calling’ (Dexter and Bush, 1994: 18); certainly as Doy argues 

wearing make-up and doing one’s hair constitutes agency and consciousness of an 

ideological representation of the feminine (2007: 57), so that for Cahun before she has 

even made the photograph she is fabricating and constructing herself - her everyday 

clothing, hair, make-up and posing are constituent of her creative activity. (Ibid: 83). 

 

Cahun had a status in the theatre in the 1920s and 1930s in France and was also a prolific 

writer. One striking piece was her polemic ‘Beware Domestic Objects’ written in 1936. I 

have a special interest in this link between the amateur and domestic that appears to mark 

her work. The following year she worked with the poet and children’s author Lisa 

Deharme on the book: Le Coeur de Pic in 1937. These images featured flowers, toys, other 

objects and a cat in a series of twenty photographs. She also made several images of 

domestic articles, masks and toy assemblages that she photographed in her garden and on 

the beach, and she made a series of photographs of stagings within the interior of her 

home, which suggest to me, a lived practice - where the line between domestic life, home 

and art and professional identity is blurred. 

 

Cindy Sherman has most often been described as the natural successor to Cahun. I have to 
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admit that until recently I did not pay her much attention, since I saw my area as more 

object based. In making this study and also within the last three years where I have been 

making self-staged photographs, my opinion has been revised and I find there are 

resonances within each of our practices. I have always loved her series Untitled Film Stills, 

1977-80, because of their rawness and lack of artifice; obviously they are packed with 

artifice but the almost amateur snap-shot aesthetic of the photographs does a wonderful job 

in hiding it. In reading her 1991 interview in Creative Camera Magazine, I realise that she 

uses her body in the same way that I would use a place, so that she herself becomes the 

potential area. I notice that we are both working in a paradoxical space; mine is between 

photography performance and sculpture - hers between photography, performance and 

painting. I use objects - she uses make up. (Brittain, 1999:192). 

 

Chance can be used to disrupt the predictability of established habits and norms in 

everyday life but more specifically within art practice. Chance is a key element in Wilful 

Amateurism. As in Duchamp’s objects, chance arrests and diverts, sometimes courting 

disaster but occasionally the happy accident. John Cage utilised a complicated use of 

chance, most notably with the agency of the I Ching. In speaking of his music he called it 

‘purposeless play’ (Tomkin, 2013: 31).  Cage also embodies the spirit of the amateur who 

does a thing for the love of it. As he said, he saw creativity as ‘an affirmation of life-not an 

attempt to bring order out of chaos nor to suggest improvements in creation, but simply a 

way of waking up to the very life we’re living, which is so excellent once one gets one’s 

mind and one’s desires out of the way and lets it act of its own accord.’ (Cage in Tomkin, 

2013: 31).  

 

Finally, as an artist who inhabits the paradoxical space between sculpture, performance 

and photography, I cite Helen Chadwick. She embodies the characteristics of Wilful 

Amateurism which she demonstrates in her palpable joy of making, which resonates with 

Cage’s playfulness. In an interview she was asked what was the difference as she saw it 

between the way she used photography and a photographer? I can relate to her answer: 

 

‘I would say that my work is more of a construction of an image, in the way a sculptor 

might proceed, than a fixing of the moment. Mine are not moments that have occurred but 

moments that might occur; they are more tentative. I am a fond wrestler with photography. 

I respect photography but … I don’t like the fetishisation of technique, the concern with 
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size - grain size, camera size, image size - and with hardware.’ (Brittain, 1999: 148) 

  

Concepts fuelling the aesthetic of Wilful Amateurism 

 

In order to define the concepts which propel this aesthetic, I need to position them within 

my practice. Below I provide a breakdown of the space where the imagination functions, 

which I define as the Camera, the momentum which drives it which I define as Play, the 

idea of performance/theatre which I define as the Absurd and the sculptural aspect which I 

define as the Found Object.  

 

The Camera as the Space of the Imagination  

Jean Rouch, quoting the Russian film maker Vertov, suggested that ‘the “cine-eye” of the 

camera was a transforming agent that causes people to go into a “cine-trance”— an altered 

state of consciousness in which they self-consciously revealed their culture in ways 

unavailable to the researcher when the camera was turned off… In Rouch’s hands, the 

camera became a provocateur…’.(Ruby, 2005: 112). On the other hand, Vilém Flusser 

describes the camera as a black box, imbuing it with a power almost of its own; a sinister 

thing, like the computer Hal in Kubrick’s 2001. ‘The imagination of the camera is greater 

than that of every single photographer and that of all photographers put together: This is 

precisely the challenge to the photographer.’(Flusser, 2000: 36). Latour speaks of the black 

box as a word ‘used by cyberneticians whenever a piece of machinery or a set of 

commands is too complex. In its place they draw a little box about which they need to 

know nothing but its input and output.’ (Latour, 1987: 2).  

 

Siting the camera in this way connotes a metaphorical implication: the camera as actor, as 

magical agent.  Flusser’s camera/black box is a machine governed by exact processes; he 

calls it an ‘apparatus’ which is etymologically derived from the latin apparare meaning ‘to 

prepare’. (Flusser, 1983: 21) He goes on to describe the human being in possession of a 

camera in terms of hunting (ibid: 33). He explains that the camera and its programming is 

rigid but that it is possible to outwit it (ibid: 80). This is where postmodern feminist 

photography comes in with Wilful Amateurism, subverting the autonomy of the masculine 

black box and playing at being photographers. 
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Play 

Play is a key element within my practice. Flusser, Gadamer and Winnicott all discuss play 

but from different viewpoints. What is compelling for me are the connections between 

these three theorists on their notions around play and playing.  

 

Flusser talks of play in fairly oblique terms. Writing about photography he describes the 

processes of automation where ‘apparatuses’ programme our lives for us. Within this 

context he discusses the ‘tertiary sector’, i.e. ‘playing with empty symbols’ (Flusser, 2000: 

79). I understand his meaning here to address an ideological programming via consumer 

products; cameras here are programmed for this, with end-products such as online photo-

streaming and publishing, all set up and ready for the customer. For Flusser the 

Photographer is the opposite of this; someone who ‘attempts to place, within the image, 

information that is not predicted within the program of the camera’. (ibid: 84). This implies 

creativity of some sort as well as a certain wilfulness. My way of pursuing this in my own 

research is explained better if I substitute masculine/professional for ideology and 

feminine/amateur for resistance to it, giving us a masculinist professional camera 

programming challenged, (through play) by feminine amateurism.  This fits with Flusser’s 

earlier description of the camera  as a ‘plaything’ and talk of the photographer ‘playing 

against the camera.’ (ibid: 27) The camera here being a masculine space. 

 

Gadamer writes on the ‘Concept of Play’ in his book Truth and Method. He describes 

every possible interpretation of the word; in the context of my research I am particularly 

concerned with what he has to say about play and art and his explanation of serious play. 

Gadamer speaks of art actually playing itself, in a to and fro movement (Gadamer, 1975: 

106). He proposes the subjectivity of play both in terms of the creator or ‘player’ and the 

subjective response of the person who experiences the art, as it plays (ibid:102). In serious 

play he discusses that if the player is actively serious, then the result of the playing will not 

be (ibid: 102). My understanding here is that the player has to be so immersed in the act of 

play as to be almost unconscious or in a trance-like state (ibid: 105). This forms for me a 

connection with Winnicott.  

 

Winnicott discusses play as the precursor for creativity but he also describes the 

importance of a space for play; the transitional/potential space. For my research, what is 

fundamental for me about Winniccott’s theory is that he was not concerned about the artist 
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at work and their processes. ‘Rather, he insisted on the place of creativity in everyday life’ 

(Townsend cited in Kuhn, 2013: 156), Winnicott’s concept of living one’s creativity was 

as something that takes place in the space of culture and in the everyday, not only within 

the artworld and is apposite to the methods of my practice. 

 

Latour discusses the interaction between ‘humans and nonhumans’ (Johnson, 1988: 298). 

We might apply his ideas to the relationship between the camera (nonhuman) and the  

(human or nonhuman) subject/object before it. I propose that the agency of the camera 

acting as a catalyst, makes the subject/object perform. Similarly Rouch thought of the 

camera ‘as a catalyst that when operated in an engaged, participatory manner could 

provoke the subjects into revelatory performances.’ (Feld, 2003: 263). The camera appears 

to demand something; point a camera at any child, they will play up, show off, pull faces; 

adults will pose, all of this is performance - the camera has agency and demands it - and 

we are complicit. 

 

But this is only half the story; if the agency of the camera provokes performance from its 

subjects/objects, what happens next? The agency of the camera with the imagination, sets a 

process of play in motion - Gadamer speaks of the action of a playing as a to and fro 

movement (Gadamer, 1975:104). The analogy I have which best describes this, is the 

momentum of a Newton’s Cradle. If we continue this analogy of playing, the goal or 

result, is the photograph.  

 

What kind of photograph is this? What is its status? If we return for a moment to the 

photographs of for example Cindy Sherman or Claude Cahun in which we recognise some 

form of theatricality, which occurred only to take place before the camera and which 

existed only for as long as the shutter remained open, the space of the document/record 

(the photograph) becomes the only place where the performance occurs. (Auslander, 2006: 

2).  

 

If now, we accept that this agency of camera, imagination and subject/object has produced 

a kind of performance, I want to suggest that this also occurs in photographs which do not 

contain human actors. If we now consider Cahun’s Le Coeur de Pic (1937) images, the 

objects placed by the artist have been placed, I am arguing, to perform themselves through 

the agency of the will and the imagination, for this instant as the shutter clicks. To take this 
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idea a little further, if the will is operating on an object, the object becomes agent of the 

imagination.  Huppauf and Wulf talk of imaginative things, that permit actors to enter the 

realm of the invisible, unknowable and unpredictable; the limit of what can appear is the 

stage upon which this imaginative process occurs (Huppauf & Wulf, 2009: 67). 

 

The Absurd   

What constitutes this theatrical event or performance? This suggests to me a quality of  

absurdity. Trying to define absurdity is somewhat paradoxical and absurd in itself. This is 

where I would place the elements of failure and collapse. This is where amateurism comes 

into its own; the use of the wrong materials to produce something or the incorrect tool for a 

purpose. Lack of skill, dysfunction, malfunction and madness are also situated here. There 

is a madness in repetition but repetition is also a form of play. The sculptor Eva Hesse 

understood the power of a repeated gesture to the point of exaggeration and absurdity 

(Krauss, 1993: 310). And Gadamer iterates that play fulfils its role only if the player is lost 

within the play (Gadamer, 1975: 102). He goes on,‘The movement of playing has no goal 

that brings it to an end; rather, it renews itself in constant repetition.’ (Ibid: 104).  

 

The Found Object 

The found object or objet trouvé began to feature in art in the early 20th century. It was a 

term given to objects, found by chance and often juxtaposed with other materials or objects 

to feature in assemblages. The readymade, also classed as ‘found’, was the term used by 

Duchamp to describe common-place manufactured objects, the selection of which by the 

artist, transforms it into art. Duchamp saw the readymade as an act of aesthetic provocation 

to deny the importance of taste and questioning the meaning of art. According to 

Duchamp, the choice should be governed not by an object’s beauty but by his/her 

indifference towards it, opening up the agency of chance in the selection (Gale, 2009: 

online).  

 

‘The true found object never quite forgets where it came from, never quite believes in its 

elevation to spectacle and display. It remains humble to the end, a poor thing caught up in 

the push and pull of desire and demand.’(Mitchell, 2005: 115) 
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Research Question 

 

To summarise then, the field to which my work contributes is British feminist 

photography. I have a constellation of ideas that underpin my practice and which are cited 

within the aesthetic area I have identified and called Wilful Amateurism. I have outlined 

functions of the concepts which drive my work and all of this supports and informs all of 

the eight publications which are the focus of this study. But more specifically than this, 

they have all been attempts to explore one recurring question: 

 

How can I subvert the technical and professionalized aspects of photography and in so 

doing, enter my own images; how can I make other people want to enter my images and 

what lies between reality and fantasy? 
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3. The Publications and a brief statement  

 

1. Viewfindings - Book and national touring exhibition, UK, 1994 

1992 Passage of Light  

 

My contribution to this publication consisted of two images, situated in the book in a 

section titled ‘Image, Metaphor, Myth’. The work was selected by Liz Wells from a larger 

series of photographs made between 1992-3, for publication in a survey book of women’s 

landscape photography with an accompanying touring exhibition as part of the Signals 

festival of women’s photography. Viewfindings was the first study on women’s landscape 

photography in the UK. 

 

2. Groundings - One person exhibition, Watershed Media Centre, Bristol, 1998 

1996-7 Groundings 

 

This one person exhibition consisted of fifteen archivally printed and selenium toned black 

and white photographs and two c-type prints, seventeen images in total. They were 

selected and curated by Philippa Goodall, the Curator of Watershed Media Centre. All the 

photographs were framed and matted and hung on mid-blue painted walls. 

 

3. Shifting Horizons - Book and national touring exhibition, Derby UK, 2000 

1996-8 Undercurrents  

 

This publication was the second survey book of women’s landscape photography. It was 

drawn from the IRIS Network of Women Photography, the book and exhibition were 

edited and curated by Kate Newton and Catherine Fehilley with Liz Wells.  It was  

published by IB Tauris, London 2000. Six c-type images were selected for inclusion in the 

book and eight in the accompanying touring exhibition.  
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4. From an elsewhere unknown - Monograph and one person touring exhibition, 

Ffotogallery, Cardiff, 2004 − 2005 

2003 Glowing, 2003 Gamma, 2001 Pinhole, with earlier images illustrating the texts  

 

From an elsewhere unknown was a monograph published by Ffotogallery with Hirschl 

Contemporary Art in 2004. Two essays were commissioned for the book, written by Mark 

Haworth-Booth and Mel Gooding. The book accompanied a one person exhibition which 

opened at Turner House Gallery, Cardiff in July 2004 and toured on to three further venues 

in the UK. The images for this output were selected from three different series and in the 

exhibition were of varying scale and type: eight colour duratrans light boxes size 30” x 40” 

of the Glowing series, the entire series of twelve black and white, archivally hand printed 

and selenium toned gelatin silver prints titled Gamma in white box frames and sized at  4” 

x 5”, plus five digital Lamda prints of Pinhole images from the series Constructed 

Landscape, mounted on Diabond and sized at 30” x 40”. 

 

 

5. Everyday Dada, Book,  Dewi Lewis Publishing, 1st Edition 2006, 2nd Edition 2007 

2003-5 Everyday Dada 

 

Artist’s book, of 50 images made from 2003-5; fifty colour photographs were arranged 

over four chapters, without text. The book was published by Dewi Lewis in 2006 and 2007 

in two editions, the first for UK and European markets and the second for Canada and the 

USA. These photographs have been exhibited in several separate exhibitions: Aarhus and 

Odense, Denmark, Frankfurt, Germany in 2006, Toronto, Canada and Odense again in 

2007, Charlotte, North Carolina in 2008 and Brighton in 2011. Selected images from the 

series featured in the following publications: Everyday Dada exhibition catalogue, Galerie 

Image, Denmark 2006, Odense Foto Triennial catalogue, Denmark 2006, Food, MIT Press, 

Cambridge Ma./London, 2007, Dr Clock’s Handbook, Redstone Press, London 2006 and 

German edition 2008, The Redstone Book of the Eye, Square Peg, London 2011. 
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6. Out of Order, Portfolio Magazine issue #47, Winter 2008 

2006 Kaput!  

 

Seven images from the series Kaput!, made whilst undertaking the IPRN/Arts Council 

Fellowship at the Moravska Gallery, Brno, in the Czech Republic in 2006.  The 

photographs were selected by Gloria Chalmers, editor of Portfolio and featured in the 

magazine with an essay by Pavel Buchler.  

http://www.photography-at-sunderland.co.uk/photographers/Photographer3.html 

 

7. Auto Focus, The Self Portrait in Contemporary Photography, edited by Susan Bright, 

Thames and Hudson, 2010 

2007 Health & Safety 

 

The complete series of nine images which made up Health & Safety, were included in this 

survey book featuring the work of 75 contemporary international artists who all utilise the 

photographic self portrait. These images were made whilst undertaking a research 

fellowship at the Arts Institute at Bournemouth in 2007. 

 

8.  Fountains & Drains, The Sainsbury Gallery, The British School at Rome, Rome, 

June 2011 & The British School at Rome Fine Art Yearbook 2010-11 

2008 Ordinary Magic,  2011 Camera: How to be Holy & Camera: Stigmata 

 

This exhibition was the end of academic year show at the British School at Rome. The 

exhibition featured the work of eight artist scholars and fellows and marked the completion 

of my Photoworks Senior Research Fellowship at the BSR. Ten photographs made whilst 

on the fellowship; five images from Camera: How to be Holy and five from Camera: 

Stigmata. were displayed in the Sainsbury Gallery and two images from the earlier series 

Ordinary Magic were selected by the Director of Fine Art to feature in the Yearbook. The 

work in the exhibition was from a much larger body of work which at the time was still in 

progress. The images were made with a digital camera, printed on archival inkjet 

watercolour paper, and hung unframed with small chrome clips. One image from How to 

be Holy was printed 30” x 40” and the other four were 20” x 24”. All the Camera:Stigmata 

images were sized at 20”x 24”. 
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Section 4 

My contribution to knowledge and scholarship – a critical account 

 

Outside  

A quote from Deborah Bright’s text opens the essay by Liz Wells in Viewfindings. Women 

Photographers: ‘Landscape’ and Environment (1994), suggesting that in art-historical 

criticism there are wide gaps with regard to the social representations of landscape. Bright 

states that the landscape image is ‘a selected and constructed text’ the ‘historical and social 

significance of those choices has rarely been addressed and even intentionally avoided.’ 

(Bright in Wells, 1994: 45). This helps to frame the intentions within Wells’s book. Bright 

in her essay goes on to suggest that ‘it is time to look afresh at the cultural meaning of 

landscapes in order to confront issues lying beyond individual intuition and/or technical 

virtuosity.’ (Bright in Bolton, 1993: 127). She says later ‘Other sorts of positions that 

might be articulated in landscape photography include land use, zoning, the workplace, the 

home. Women, I think, have a special stake in documenting this sort of “social landscape”’ 

(ibid: 137). This appears to be exactly what happened in Britain in the 90s.  

 

From out of nowhere it seemed, women slowly began to populate landscape; or began to 

be seen populating it. At the Rotterdam Biennale in 1992, which Liz Wells attended, it 

became clear that there were no British female photographers represented in the festival 

despite the presence of seven British males. (Wells, 1994: 6). This became the motivation 

for Wells commencing her Viewfindings project, providing a landmark in British 

photography, since it brought into focus an overview of the concerns of photographers 

with regard to genre and gender. Liz Wells’ aim in her book and the exhibition were to 

provide a survey of contemporary British women ‘landscape’ photographers. Wells argued 

that traditionally, ‘Landscape is associated with wide open vistas photographed from a 

commanding viewpoint, This landscape is rarely peopled. By contrast, women have tended 

to be interested more in the relation between people and places, in the consequences of 

human interaction with the land.’ (ibid: 5). She goes on, ‘given centuries of patriarchy 

within which legal and moral rights have been articulated differently in terms of gender, 

class and race, women do not experience land and land ownership in the same way as men. 

This influences attitudes to land and therefore landscape as a type of imaginary construct.’ 

(ibid: 5). In describing this, Wells tells us that women tend to have more social awareness 
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of the land leading to, ‘two rather differing types of imagery: first, pictures in the 

documentary idiom concerned with place and circumstances; second, more metaphoric 

staged or constructed imagery in which land and environment becomes the setting for more 

subjective explorations. Recently, women have also explored themes pertaining to 

landscape as practice or have investigated ideas about responses to ‘out of doors’ or 

‘countryside’ from points of view which either implicitly or explicitly challenge landscape 

conventions and the mythologisation of the rural.’ (ibid: 5) 

 

These subjective explorations may well have been influenced by the earlier work of Helen 

Chadwick and Jo Spence who both made a set of photographs using their bodies which 

certainly held impact for me; Chadwick’s Viral Landscapes (1988-9) and Spence’s Return 

to Nature (1992). My series Passage of Light (featured in Viewfindings) was also made in 

1992. Helen Chadwick had been particularly influential on my own practice, with ground 

breaking work such as the Oval Court (1984-6) and I would argue that this work was a 

constructed landscape in itself.  

 

My concerns were around notions of what we term ‘home’ and a fascination with the rural; 

one could not buy a toaster or a set of pans in the early 1990s which did not have a sheaf of 

corn or a spray of blackberries decorating them. I was intrigued with the way these ideas, 

which alluded to an idealised landscape, were being sold to us. I would claim that my 

images of closed views were ‘constructed’ via the catalyst of my camera; transforming the 

exterior place to an interior space. I am suggesting that this ‘constructed’ method which I 

utilised, was a current and urgent response to historical trends in photography. The other 

photographers featured in Viewfindings were working similarly; most obviously in the 

work of Ingrid Pollard and Patricia Townsend, but also in subtle interrogative ways by 

Lynn Silverman and Miranda Walker.  

 

The book came at a point where women were openly questioning the role of representation 

in terms of gender and oppressed, hidden communities. ‘Women might recoup landscape 

for themselves in response to its present character as male preserve in art photography.’ 

(ibid: 137). As Bright surmises, we were not interested in ‘venturing forth into the wilds to 

capture the virgin beauty of Nature’ (ibid: 137), but investigating where it really was and 

more importantly where we were within it. My speculation is that we were claiming it as 

ours.  
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The landscape photographs I was making, were, as I view them now, box-like, depicting 

an interior space which I can enter and inhabit; a latent space. ‘The Photograph does not 

necessarily say what is no longer, but only and for certain what has been. This distinction 

is decisive.’ (Barthes, 1980: 85). In revealing a latency in my images (and it is there in all 

of them) I am concerned much more with a concept of possibility; a that will be, or an as 

if.  This brings me squarely back to Winnicott’s potential space.  In constructing these 

spaces, the landscape was revealed to me differently, offering a new potential theatrical 

space for play and the potential for the viewer to enter the photographic image.  

 

 
Fig. 4. Bonnell, Passage of Light: February 1992  2.00pm 

 

The view in both the images [Passage of Light ] is deliberately obscured, with the fog and 

hedging acting as walls and the road as floor.  
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Fig. 5. Bonnell, Passage of Light: February 1992  3.15pm 

 

There is no grand vista, it is clearly local, and of no interest. These spaces though are 

theatrical - the lighting within them and the heightened colour of the beech hedge provide 

an air of unreality. (Being before digital manipulation people viewing the images 

questioned me as to the reality of that hedge colour. The truth was that I was so unskilled 

in photography at that time, I could never have manipulated the photographs, even if I had 

wanted to) and offers an intermediate area which I propose invites the viewer into the 

space/frame, to perform.  

 

The work was conceived serially, although two were selected out of a body of six to eight 

photographs; to view one singly would not have worked. The locations in these images 

were found, literally come upon at the time of photographing. They were situated in the 

book in a section titled: Image, Metaphor, Myth. No mention other than: ‘Sian Bonnell 

records the poetic effects of natural light within the rural environment.’ (Wells, 1994: 6).  

The titles reference the time the photographs were taken and were as much what this work 

was about as anything to do with light, since they were working within a very tight 

window of opportunity that I had to make the work: ‘cameras, in short, were clocks for 

seeing’ (Barthes, 1980: 15). For Liz Wells, ‘the notion of a binary divide between ‘nature’ 

and ‘culture’ continues to have some purchase, contributing to defining a relation to 

woman to nature which rather differs from that of man and nature. She is ambiguously 

dislocated somewhere between ‘nature’ and ‘culture’’(Wells, 1994: 50). I would argue that 

this is a useful place to be. Wells continues ‘Rather, she is interested in remarking 

mediations between people and land.’ (ibid: 50).  
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In reviewing my images and my methodology at the time of their making, I see that, for me 

the ‘out of doors’ was my studio and creative refuge; it provided my potential space. One 

thing that rings true in the book was Wells’ assertion that in referencing issues around 

childcare and domestic responsibilities for some women, ‘it seems no accident that women 

end up making images closer to home.’ (Ibid: 6). My concern was about the land and land-

use; what it signified to me as a woman and as a mother, not ‘landscape’. I would argue 

that this marked a contribution to knowledge within the context of feminist photography 

generally and specifically to that of wilfulness. This was developed further in the following 

work and outputs. 

 

The biscuit-cutting edge 

In questioning the effect of Viewfindings, I would suggest that it was both a key 

contribution to and indicative of a larger interest and growth in photography-as-art in the 

UK at this time.  In the South West, the Arts Council of Great Britain had appointed a 

photography officer who supported regional photographers, encouraging meetings through 

the South West Independent Photography Association and through this and other Regional 

Arts Associations, women photographers began to meet and the Women’s Photography 

Network, IRIS was formed. In 1994 the first of a series of landscape photography 

conferences, Changing Views of the Landscape, featured women photographers and the 

second conference in 1998 brought women curators and writers such as Martha Langford 

and Deborah Bright to the UK.  

 

My introduction of domestic objects into these pictures was to some extent a ‘pointed’ 

rebellion against the continuing (mostly male, as Bright had observed) fixations on large 

format cameras and tripods prevalent at that time. It was a deliberate act of defiance 

against prevailing attitudes, to bring a lived, feminine/domestic experience into the 

photographic domain. The objects were placed using the method of assemblage, not to be 

juxtaposed with other objects but with carefully selected spaces and places. I use the 

phrase ‘juxtapose with’ deliberately as I selected the spaces/locations as articles in 

themselves to play alongside and with the objects.  
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Fig. 6. Bonnell, Groundings: Angel  1996-7 

 

In the work following from Output 1, where the view was deliberately occluded, the view 

in many of these new images is open. There are some where the camera is deliberately 

pointing down to the ground so that there is no sky whilst in others the sky is absent or 

barely minimal. Again, the focus for this work is not ‘landscape’ but the, ‘mundane, literal, 

everyday landscape which might appeal to ‘women and the vulgar’ (Biggs in Bonnell, 

2001: 6). In some of the images, e.g. Chalk Down, the image can be consumed in more 

than one reading.  

 
Fig. 7. Bonnell, Groundings: Chalk Down  1996-7 
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For instance, the shiny sheep shape, is placed in the middle of sheep-grazing land. It is also 

on the chalky downland of Dorset so that the shining metal references the custom of chalk-

cut figures which feature in Dorset - George lll leaving Weymouth and the infamous Cerne 

Abbas Giant. It is at the same time an object from my kitchen drawer, (one I used daily to 

cut sheep-shaped sandwiches for my children when they were very small) and when placed 

on the top of the dry-stone wall is a landmark claiming that view and this land as mine. 

 

The objects were not so much found as re-found in their new environments. What 

interested me was how these objects, although alien, still looked part of that environment. 

In these images they were at one with their surroundings because everything was 

monochrome. Unintended humour could be useful in drawing an audience in.  

 

 
Fig. 8. Bonnell, Groundings: Fossil 1 1996-7 

 

A comment from the visitor’s book at Watershed Gallery has remained with me. Possibly 

intended with great irony, for me it was a gift - ‘So, is this the biscuit cutting edge of 

British art?’ - (For quite a while after, I used it shamelessly to promote my work ‘Sian 

Bonnell, at the biscuit-cutting edge etc…’.  

 

Scale was important in this series. In order to hold the attention of the viewers, I knew that 

I must slow their perception in some small way. This was achieved through printing all the 

images to a scale where the objects are slightly larger than life size. This was enough to set 
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up an unconscious questioning which would run on from the other conscious questions 

such as, ‘what is that biscuit-cutter doing in the middle of this field?’ 

 

I began to work in colour; tapping into wider changes in context happening at the time 

within photography. In introducing colour, suddenly the ‘lie’ (that these objects were 

naturally occurring in this environment - through the uniformity of the silver emulsion) 

was disrupted and the ‘truth of the lie’ (the introduction of colour rendering the objects 

absurd within their locations) made plain. The colour images I made that featured in this 

series consisted of two rabbits - one a pink blancmange placed in a rabbit woodland 

environment  

 

 
Fig. 9. Bonnell, Groundings: Rabbit 1  1996-7 
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and the other a glowing green jelly on wild grassland.  

 

 
Fig. 10. Bonnell, Groundings: Rabbit 2 1996-7 

 

I was also making images using my children’s animal toys and placing them in the habitats 

of their live counterparts. This gave, when viewed at the correct (i.e., slightly larger than 

life-size) scale, a most sinister effect; the animals glaring malevolently at the viewer. 

 

 
Fig. 11. Bonnell, Animals Series: Rabbit 1996-7 
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In Philippa Goodall’s text for this exhibition, she cites the work ‘sidestepping’ landscape 

photography’s ’romantic and nostalgic limitations’ (Goodall, 1998), suggesting that it is 

positioned ‘firmly as a critical reading.’(ibid).  An image from this series Chalk Down 

1996 was featured and discussed by Liz Wells, both in her chapter ‘Seeing Through 

Belief’, in the Handbook of Visual Analysis, eds. Theo van Leeuwen & Carey Jewitt 

(2000) and again in her chapter ‘Paradoxes of the Pastoral’ in John Kippin’s book Cold 

War Pastoral (2001).  

 

In summing up the contribution to knowledge this exhibition made I am arguing it was a 

work informed by my lived experience as a woman at a certain cultural moment, time and 

place, which confronted political issues around childcare and economy faced by women 

who lived in rural locations. As Alexis Hunter stated:  

 

‘For feminist artists the ‘personal is political’ was one of the most important slogans in the 

1970s. Being subjective as women in our work was the bravest and most radical thing we 

could do at the time. This subjectivity became the most hated aspect of our work’ (Hunter 

in Roberts, 1997: 128).   

 

As Liz Wells observed in Viewfindings, many women photographers are constrained by 

domestic routine; I made this an integral feature of my work by acknowledging and 

celebrating it. It was contrary to current preoccupations in the art world at this time. The 

photographs, ‘seemed almost defiantly modest. This was the age of Sensation (Royal 

Academy, 1997) and the apotheosis of the YBAs’ (Haworth-Booth in Bonnell, 2004). 

Where the images in Output 1 evinced a latency and the potential for performance, the 

performance is manifest here, bringing this together with the landscape and the domestic 

female experience, areas that to my knowledge, had not featured before in one photograph.  

 

However, in making this study, I found Claude Cahun’s photographs of small toys and 

cutlery  which she placed on the beach or in her garden. I would suggest that what she was 

doing was different; she was not a mother, she was a lesbian living with her partner and 

seemingly without financial constraints - it was a different age. These photographs of hers 

were not in the public domain until around 2006 but I got a jolt of recognition and real 

excitement when I discovered them two years ago.  
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The images in Groundings opened the way to me for further exploration and research into 

magic, the domestic and the potential space.  

 

Emergence of props and the absurd 

Shifting Horizons was a further survey book of Women Landscape Photography, drawn 

from the IRIS network. This was a more substantial book than Viewfindings, with the 

subtitle Women’s Landscape Photography Now and going into much more detail regarding 

the photographers’ working methods. Each artist was interviewed and these interviews 

were used in an essay by Liz Wells. At the time of this publication a large number of 

women had joined IRIS with just over a quarter of them working within the landscape 

genre. Given the interest generated by Viewfindings, it was by now generally 

acknowledged that there was a feminine strand to landscape and environment and this 

publication served to offer new research into current practices. Roshini Kempadoo and I 

were the only photographers to feature in both Viewfindings and Shifting Horizons. 

 

My contribution to this publication was selected from Undercurrents, a project which was 

commenced at the same time as the Groundings series but which was continued until 1998 

when I took part in Exmouth Documenta, a research project run by Plymouth University. 

Selected artists were invited to undertake short-term residencies, in a disused Customs 

House on Exmouth Quay in Devon, during late spring and early summer 1998.4 Six c-type 

images were included in Shifting Horizons and a further two in the accompanying touring 

exhibition. The images were sized at 20” x 24” framed and matted. I printed them myself 

at Exeter School of Art where I was teaching at the time.  

 

This work was photographed entirely in colour, focusing on the coast and notions of the 

seaside. In all of these images, objects were placed within varying locations, but this time, 

they were not quite so ‘out of place’ in that their placements began a dialogue and 

interrogation between the sites and objects. The same objects were repeatedly used in 

different arrangements but now the photograph also came into play as these configurations 

were photographed in both monochrome, and colour with no decision made as to which 

was to be the final image until later. The use and re-use of images and in multiple 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
4	  Some of the images were published in a further series of small books by South West Arts, featuring photography from 
the region, titled Proof, my images were in Proof 3, 1998.	  
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photographic configurations made the whole process become much more experimental 

and, I would argue here, theatrical too. It is around this time, that I began to call and 

understand my objects as ‘props’. 

 

 
Fig. 12. Bonnell, Undercurrents: Fossil IV  1996-7 

 

The props are willed to be something other than themselves whilst remaining the same. 

The minute contextual alterations convey a sinister feel to the image, provoking a kind of 

fear. And madness. It is not normal to do this to your kitchen implements - generating the 

question ‘Is this person unhinged?’ This may explain the reaction of a gallery director to 

this work and his intense anger towards me. How dare I do this to my objects. How dare I 

do this to a perfectly nice landscape picture? This reaction reveals it as wilful; the almost 

violently hostile reaction of some people. This also implies that something is happening in 

the photograph. It makes me ask, what is the least one can do/perform in order to cause this 

affect? I am reminded of my mother’s milk-stained spectacles when she was in hospital 

(she was at the time, the same age that I am now. This was a tiny thing but totally upset 

me; it was truly frightening to see.)  

 

The focus of Output 3 was an overview of women’s landscape photography as selected 

from the Iris network. It was contextualised in terms of history, nature, memory, the urban 

experience and space. My work was categorised under the theme of collective memory. 

The contribution that my work makes here builds on that of Groundings in the confident 
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use of props within the images and the maturing absurdity and use of play, not only by me 

with the camera at the time of making, but of a ‘playing’ with the audience in experiencing 

these photographs, revealing a growing complicity with them. For example, in some 

images, the object is removed and only the traces of the object photographed.  

 

 
Fig. 13. Bonnell,  Undercurrents: Trace  1996-7 

 

I suggest that my inclusion in Shifting Horizons arose through a developing interest in my 

work from 2002 when an image from my series putting hills in Holland was purchased and 

exhibited by the V&A5, being used as the poster image for the exhibition Seeing Things: 

Photographing Objects 1845-2001. Photography was continuing to be established within 

the art world and this trend was highlighted by the timing of the first photography 

exhibition at Tate Modern, Cruel and Tender in 2003. This in turn brought new interest 

from collectors, so that new photography art fairs were emerging e.g., Photo London in 

2004. Photography was becoming a popular form of study with new photography degree 

courses emerging and seeming to attract a new female demographic of students. I would 

speculate that the higher profile of women photographers in the UK and the imprinting of a 

female presence upon the genres, as achieved by Viewfindings and Shifting Horizons had 

much to do with this. During this time my work was being featured and written about in 

Journals e.g., Camera Austria, Next Level and Portfolio.   

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
5 And was reproduced, with text, in the book Things:A Spectrum of Photography, Mark Haworth-Booth & Marina 
Warner, 2005 
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Fig. 14. Bonnell, Putting hills in Holland #9  2001 

 

Involuntary suspension of disbelief 

Since Shifting Horizons my work had undergone some changes. The first was the use of a 

pinhole camera in 2001. Working with a pinhole camera utilises the methods of chance. 

There is no lens or viewfinder, so there is no way of knowing what the photograph will 

look like if it is successful. In making this work, I set myself the question, is it possible to 

believe that moulds and bowls could masquerade as hills if depicted in black and white? 

 

 
Fig. 15. Bonnell,  Silver Sea,  2000 
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This was important because having made one test image (Silver Sea 2000), the distortion 

of scale of the mould and the relatively readable location (Weymouth beach) allowed me 

to place objects in recognisable places to deepen the absurdity and force the imagination 

into play, especially if the print size was very large.  

 

Having claimed the land in the previous outputs, this way I could construct a landscape out 

of artefacts traditionally associated with women and the vulgar, a home-made nonsensical 

female domain. Could I also convince if I did the same thing using colour negative film, 

which might render the landscape more ‘real’ but which again played with failure due to 

the use of out of date film and the reciprocity failure that long exposure times would cause. 

These photographs were very odd but strangely believable.  

 

 
Fig. 16. Bonnell, Dutch Hills #5  2001 

 

At the same time I photographed the same arrangements of objects using a medium format 

camera, as ‘belt and braces’, in case the pinhole negatives didn’t come out. In the colour 

pinholes (one of which is featured in this output), far more objects were assembled for 

each image, the colour is awry - it could have been rectified in Photoshop but I wanted to 

embrace any failure that might occur. Failure in these images was also in play through the 

wobble and collapse of the piled up articles; the quiet madness of which had a disquieting 

sense that I wanted to explore and celebrate. In this series, I was looking at consumption 

and excess; I wanted this to be explicit within the images, as absurdity. 
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The pinhole work had caused a shift in my approach to working with the camera. This new 

series was made in 2003. The contextual setting for the objects in these later images, was 

less overt - more implied. All the images were photographed locally but although 

necessary to frame the work in ‘the countryside’ the location was not important. This 

marks a significant change in approach from my previous attachment to location. Another 

change, was the time of day; all the images were photographed at dusk. This was 

conceptually integral to the project, since I wanted to create other-worldly, overtly 

theatrical, filmic effects. 

 

The series Glowing, returned to single objects, placed closer to the frame, illuminated 

using an amateur ad-hoc array of torches and other domestic lighting sources. Glowing, 

was conceived from my anger, as a mother of sons, on the decision to go to war in Iraq. I 

needed to represent these greatest of absurdities (weapons of mass destruction and the war 

on terror) in a way that did not lecture or shout at my audience. The wilfulness is present, 

in the absurdity and irreverence to both the subject and genre. In alluding to poor quality 

science fiction films (amateurish?) e.g., Plan 9 From Outer Space (Wood, 1959), The Blob 

(Yeaworth Jr.,1958), Son of Blob (Hagman, 1972), etc., I was able to utilise a deceptively 

gentle absurdity which subtly conveyed unsettlement and unease to the viewer; a ‘deeper 

sense of reality conceived as multiple, compounded of what is perceived, what is known, 

what is remembered and what is imagined’ (Gooding, 2004: 47).   

 

The photographs in the exhibition were large Duratrans images on light-boxes, using 

therefore exactly the same visual language as their own method of production whilst 

alluding to the light of the cinema screen. The objects, all portrayed much larger than life 

size, suggest an other-worldly quality which seduces and pulls one into the frame, luring 

the viewer in to perform within this intermediate fictional space. Phyllis Creme talks of the 

‘playing spectator’ (Creme in Kuhn, 2013: 40). ‘The process of luring and allurement of 

the spectator into the film activates her wish to be there, on the screen, playing her 

part.’(Ibid: 40). 

 

In his essay in this output, Mel Gooding states: ‘To turn Coleridge’s famous prescription 

on its head, we are tricked momentarily into an involuntary ‘suspension of disbelief’. 

(Coleridge wrote of our experience of the theatre as necessarily entailing the ‘willing 

suspension of disbelief that constitutes poetic faith’: we will ourselves to believe that what 
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is happening onstage is ‘real’.)’ (Gooding in Bonnell, 2004: 45). This statement supports 

my argument but the use of the word ‘tricked’ here also suggests magic of some kind. The 

magic of the photograph as conduit?  

 

 
Fig. 17. Bonnell, Glowing #49  2004 

 

Gooding raises the concept of fiction in this work, or more precisely poetry. ‘They are 

poetic: they are fictions.’ (Ibid: 47). He goes on to discuss the dreamlike quality of the 

images ‘which has its origins in that faculty that Coleridge called ‘fancy’: ‘a mode of 

memory emancipated from the order of time and space’ but ‘[receiving] all its materials 

ready made from the law of association.’(Ibid: 47). Coleridge says that this mode of 

memory is ‘blended with, and modified by that empirical phenomenon of the will, which 

we express by the word CHOICE.’(Coleridge, Eds., Engell & Bate, 1983: 305). I am 

struck by Coleridge’s identifying of the will here, and so by implication, wilfulness. 

 

The last set of pictures featured in this output, titled Gamma is the reverse of Glowing and 

constitutes twelve tiny black and white hand printed and toned photographs. I wanted to 

create a sinister, post-apocalyptic, irradiated scene; as if objects from outer space had 

landed, settled and taken over the world, having leached all the colour out of it. I wanted to 

convey a darkness but utilising the opposite language - so a super-brightness that is 

harmful, as if looking into the sun; a cold tone to the printing that somehow suggests heat. 

The scale was again important. I wanted to provoke a monumental sense to the images 
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despite their being small. This series was about opposites; each visual sign pointing to and 

signifying its opposite.  

 

 
Fig. 18. Bonnell, Gamma #9  2003 

 

All the images in this output are sinister and absurd but not funny. They have a strongly 

fictional, cinematic/theatrical feel which is intended to draw the viewer into the frame 

whilst simultaneously never allowing them to forget that they are spectators. The dramatic 

scale in all these pictures, renders a filmic quality possible because they are too absurd and 

too other-worldly.   

 

Absurd house 

A decade earlier, I had left the home to find it; now the idea of food, family and home are 

brought back from the outside - much closer to home; to the inside of my home. Everything 

in this book is made from food, it is a fusing of sculpture performance and photography 

which I would argue constitutes theatre or photo-theatre. Photography as an art-form was 

highly collectible, the Tate had appointed its first photography curator and had begun to 

collect. Many more women photographers were being featured in exhibitions and in 

numerous new journals both on and off-line. There was a growing emphasis culturally on 

portraiture and especially youth culture.  
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Everyday Dada - which has proved very accessible not just in the UK but in Europe, the 

US and Australia - was made as a critical comment on what was happening socially in the 

UK between 2003 and 2005. These photographs feature room sets and situations which 

have been made specifically for the camera. The catalyst of the camera ‘box’ has acted and 

the resulting photographs pull us into the scenarios. We believe and we don’t believe, at 

one and the same time.  

 

The context was consumerism: the quality of food being sold in supermarkets, the housing 

boom, taste and excess. The book is tiny but features fifty photographs with no text. It is 

arranged in four chapters:  

 

Scenic Cookery – This section depicted real places; famous landmarks and landscapes. It 

was commenced to subvert the copyright rule that had exercised a few photographer 

friends, being forbidden to photograph Durdle Door (a famous landmark on the Dorset 

Coast) which is owned, as is the copyright, by the National Trust. I photographed it but 

refashioned in mashed potato and peas.  

 

 
Fig. 19. Bonnell, Everyday Dada: Scenic Cookery #6   2003-5  (not featured in the book) 

 

House Beautiful – This featured ‘decorative’ installations made from food inside my 

house. There is a much more theatrical sensibility here. The space for each image was 

carefully delineated, before placing the foodstuff on the walls or floor. Where the camera’s 
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‘eye view’ ended, so did the edge of the installation, i.e., we see what the camera sees.  

 

 
Fig. 20. Bonnell, Everyday Dada: House Beautiful #4   2003-5 

 

Forensic Housekeeping  - Featured  food used in close up views of household nastiness as 

a focus not only on bad housekeeping and filth but the horrific fascination one has in 

catching sight of something a little bit unpleasant and not being able to turn away from it. 

There is also the sense that bad things happen in homes; it isn’t always the safest of places. 

Alluding to films like Repulsion (Polanski, 1965). 

 

 
Fig. 21. Bonnell, Everyday Dada: Forensic Housekeeping #2  2003-5 
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Serving suggestion - Featured innovative alternative methods of food serving as a 

comment on the absurdity of food packaging and labelling. It also overtly plays with food, 

which is a forbidden activity (and which has received some negative comments). 

 

 
Fig. 22. Bonnell, Everyday Dada: Serving Suggestion #22  2003-5 

 

The home is sacrosanct, so there is something wilful about plastering the surfaces of one’s 

home with meat, cheese and pasta. This hints at something obsessional and forbidden; 

suggesting protest behaviour in some way - you don’t do these things to your home. This 

series not only touches on the concerns mentioned above but also on the whole area of 

madness, stress, obsessional behaviour and the human condition; with this also being a 

time of war. The humour, which was overt, worked on more than one level: it was at once, 

innocent, sardonic, nonsensical and very black.  

 

‘Yet no matter how artificial sliced meats look they can still generate associations with the 

body and skin. When the walls of a room are covered with meat it is given a kind of skin or 

membrane, emphasising the fact that we are inside the house, in many more ways than one. 

There is a reversal here: what is usually eaten by us has now swallowed us.’(Wolthers in 

Bonnell, 2006: 12) 
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Fig. 23. Bonnell, Everyday Dada: House Beautiful #2  2003-5 

 

When scaled up for exhibition, they pull you in, even though it is obvious and one is very 

aware, that they are artifice. In the book this still happens, even though the scale is tiny; 

perhaps it is the lack of text - the lack of being told how to look at the pictures? But the 

viewer is complicit in what is happening. The willing of the object - in this instance food - 

to be what it is not - by the photographer behind the camera and afterwards by the viewer 

before the photograph.  

 

Acknowledging performance 

The images in Kaput! were made in 2006 at the Moravska Gallery, Brno in the Czech 

Republic for the IPRN/Arts Council of England Research fellowship commission. This 

was part of a high profile series of IPRN/ACE commissions supported by substantial 

European funding. It was a closed process with four photographers invited to put in 

proposals. The theme for the commissions was ‘Work’, which could be interpreted in any 

way. The residency was of six weeks duration, allowing a substantial period of research 

and reflection as well as time to make a coherent new body of work.  

 

This output was published in the winter of 2008; just as the economy was crashing. The 

work itself had been made two years earlier. The commission was supported by a huge 

amalgam of funding from the Arts Council of England and the European Union. The EU 
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was expanding fast, with the imminent inclusion of East European countries including the 

Czech Republic, which was still emerging from its communist past.  

 

Kaput! continued my exploration in the themes of consumption, acquisition and excess 

with a focus this time on the pressure to attain these things and the attending bureaucracy 

of the working environment. It became a project about stress in the workplace and the 

small interventions one makes when bored, unhappy or frustrated.  

 

 
Fig. 24. Bonnell, from the series, Kaput!  2006 

 

I used a 35mm camera for the first time in 20 years fitted with a macro lens, which allowed 

me to focus very closely on the disruptions made with props purchased in Brno. No food 

featured this time, the objects were all in some way related to work, or its opposite.  The 

images when displayed were scaled so that the objects appeared very much larger than 

their actual size. 

 

I found I was tapping into the past culture of the 1930s when much of the city was built. 

My research methods included travelling by train from my home in Weymouth to Brno, at 

the commencement of my residency (taking three days but allowing a slow immersion into 

Europe), studying modernist photography and theatre design both in Brno and Prague, 

listening to Janáček and reading Kafka and Bohumil Hrabal. This ‘tapping in’ to a new 

environment and its history is an expansion on my earlier tapping into the countryside and 

my search for home; it was about inhabiting the place/space.  
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Iain Biggs’s essay comments on the performative elements in my practice, (Biggs in 

Bonnell, 2001: 8). Now seemed the perfect time to examine this. I made a series of short 

videos. I had not made video before and assumed the camera would function the same way 

as a still camera. So, absurdly, I turned it on its side to make the format portrait. The 

subsequent video can only be viewed with a very big pain in the neck. I was however able 

to take two screen grabs and these were the basis for the next body of work in 2007 and the 

next output. 

 

           
Figs. 25 & 26  Bonnell, Screen grabs from Brno Video, 2006 

 

 

Confronting the camera 

Health and Safety was made in 2007 during my research fellowship at AIB, Bournemouth.  

It was a re-visioning and re-working of the short video idea tested in Brno. The work I 

made in Bournemouth was a series of self-images made with a digital camera, where I am 

getting dressed for ‘work’ under generic European Union health and safety guidelines but 

utilising domestic articles to stand in for the correct items; for example, a brioche tin as a 

breathing mask etc.. The photographs were made with the co-oporation/collaboration of 

four assistants and exhibited in October that year in the Gallery at AIB, 
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Autofocus, features seventy-five photographers all of whom have photographed 

themselves. The notion of the ‘self’ in a photograph is problematic, ‘In many ways the 

author of a self-portrait is always presenting an impossible image, as he or she can never 

mimetically represent the physical reality that other people see. The ‘self’ therefore is 

always in some respects also an ‘other’.’ (Bright, 2010: 8). Bright admits that this genre is 

enormous, so she laid down some criteria for inclusion in her book: ‘..a contemporary self-

portrait must show the artist, it must explore the concept of identity - either the artists’s 

own or something more broad and universal - and it must offer the viewer a tendentious 

point of view or contemplation about the self.’ (ibid: 12). The book is divided into five 

chapters or themes: Autobiography, Body, Masquerade, Studio and Album, and 

Performance; my work is featured in Studio and Album. In this chapter Bright sites historic 

sources of codes and conventions which contemporary artists still utilise today. (ibid: 21). I 

do not see these images of myself as portraits, I prefer to use the term which is used to 

describe Calude Cahun’s work – self-image. 

 

When I talk about Health & Safety, I speak of it in terms of a confrontation: of coming out 

from behind the camera for the first time, of making a series of self- images at a time of 

life when women are meant to disappear, of allowing others while I direct, to light and 

‘take’ the photograph and of the performative nature of photography. 

 

The pictures were planned as a narrative build, commencing at the beginning of the 

dressing process and ending once dressed and ready for any/all ‘work’ eventuality. 

As previously, I sourced props to act as items of safety gear, but for this first time I used 

costume. I found a white workman’s boiler-suit which I prepared by dyeing it pink. The 

props were all household kitchen articles which would act as items of safety clothing.  
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Figs. 27 & 28. Bonnell, Health & Safety #1 & #9  2007 

 

This work tapped into my early career when I worked as a prop-maker and set-designer for 

fringe theatre companies in London. I had worked on one play where I had to find 

costumes for the cast. I knew about the nuances that a certain cut of coat or skirt can 

portray in performances. I had been very excited when in the Czech Republic as not only 

had I researched Czech modernist photography, I had also seen modernist theatre designs 

and costumes in the Contemporary Art Museum in Prague. I was intrigued by early 

visualisation of automatons and machines. I chose a black backdrop and floor, so that I 

would inhabit and float inside the black box. I visualised myself being inside the camera 

whilst producing this work. 

 

What is going on in these pictures? Embodied bricolage performance for the camera or as I 

will it inside the camera? The images are overtly absurd, hinting at madness and obsession. 

They are  unsettling and confrontational; I do not want to go near this person. It is not clear 

where she is; is she at work? In the kitchen? In the theatre? This space does not invite me 

in (perhaps because she is already in there?) I do not recognise myself in these 

photographs. ‘Bonnell wears the clichéd signifier of femininity – pink – but gone are any 

mixed messages about domesticity and femininity. The boiler-suit and its obvious 
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concealing of a feminine body is an aggressive act of defiance and appropriation of male 

working attire. She is a woman on the ‘edge’ morphing into a demented automaton’. 

(Bright in Bright + Bonnell, 2007: 6) 

 

I would argue that the contribution here is the wilfulness of a fifty-year-old woman 

performing for the camera at a time when, in further areas of the media, women once they 

reach this age are removed, or they must construct a younger appearance through artifice. 

The confrontation in these images is shocking but at the same time utterly absurd. In the 

publication there are men in front of the camera but they do not have the same impact. In 

these images she does nothing; it is a confrontation; there is no attempt to convey meaning 

other than through the objects she hides herself with.  

 

I understand that in these images the figure is the object and the objects themselves are 

acting.  

 

 

The artist’s cell 

After Health & Safety and having by then traversed the genres of landscape, still life and 

self-image, I wanted to apply all of them to one piece of work. This I commenced in 

Ordinary Magic which was begun in 2008 and is not yet completed. I was given a 

residency in Cork, in the summer of 2008 and produced a set of images, two of which were 

published in Portfolio #50 in 2009 and a further two were featured in this output Fountains 

and Drains.  

 

In 2011 I was awarded The Photoworks Senior Research Fellowship at the British School 

at Rome which commenced in April 2011. My proposal followed the work I had 

commenced in the Cork residency, when I had been making images about superstition and 

fear. I had been interested to pursue this research further in the Roman Catholic faith and 

its antecedents, particularly from Roman and Etruscan cultures. I was given a studio, 

accommodation and a stipend for a three-month period. The fellowship offered the scope 

for research, study, reflection and travel; a giant potential space, in itself.  

 

I became interested in the effects of looking at religious painting and iconography having 

undergone the catechism as a small child. It was surprising to suddenly be faced again with 
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my childhood concerns, dealing with the materiality of holiness. This was what became the 

driver for the work I made.  

 

Ordinary Magic consisted of one image depicting a superstitious act of bad luck - two 

crossed knives - and one image of a landscape ‘fairy’ path where one might be cast astray.  

 

 
Fig. 29. Bonnell, From the series Ordinary Magic,  2008 

 

 
Fig. 30. Bonnell, From the series Ordinary Magic, 2008 
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Camera:How to be Holy featured self-images enacting religious gestures and 

Camera:Stigmata depicted the re-enactment of five versions of St Catherine of Sienna 

receiving the stigmata. One image from How to be Holy has also been shown in West 

Norwood Cemetery as an installation in the doorway of a disused mausoleum with the 

addition of fake apple blossom, throughout the Summer of  2013.  

 

 
Fig. 31. Bonnell How to be Holy in Curious Trail 2013 

 

My interest in the materiality of the halo led me to fashion rough halos out of domestic 

disposable plates and party servers. I had also acquired three housecoats from a street 

market. These were unflattering highly patterned garments, the kind worn by older ladies 

to do their housework in. I began making self-images wearing this clothing and the halos.  

This led to researching the gestures found in religious iconography of all kinds; not just in 

High Renaissance painting but in the cheap tat sold at the Vatican. I made a series of 

images re-iterating these gestures under the title How to be Holy. The concept was one of 

instruction, like a manual or like a TV programme that shows you how to do something. 

‘Here’s one I made earlier’. So the table was a key part of the ‘set’ and it was important to 

ground the whole thing into an ‘ordinary’ space by working in front of the pipe.  
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Fig. 32. Bonnell, from the series Camera I: How to be holy, 2011 

 

In the photographs I was being everybody but in an amateurish way. It was a testing out as 

in play and I was not confident as a performer in front of the camera, this being the first 

time. In Health and Safety I just stood still and looked at the lens as myself in a costume - 

this time I was her being all these people. I used available light in the studio as lighting, I 

sourced a costume, which the person who would normally be wearing it (a housewife or a 

cleaning lady) would not do what I was doing. My halos were made from picnic ware.  

Sometimes I was the Virgin, sometimes a priest, sometimes an angel; I was being both 

male and female. 

 

 
Fig. 33. Bonnell, from the series Camera I: How to be holy, 2011 
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In all of these photographs, I am not there. It is not me I see, but her. I am the found object, 

the ready-made for these pictures. The costumes begin to take the place of my props. 

 

In the same way that I utilised my own lived reality in Viewfindings with my kitchen items 

and my own home in Everyday Dada, I now introduced my own dressing gown (a hooded 

grey velour robe zipped up the front), with a selection of home-made paper and card halos 

for Camera:Stigmata. As in the previous set of pictures, I made no attempt to hide my 

status as a 21st century woman. This time, the table was removed and the angle of view 

was widened, revealing a ‘stage’. These works, I would argue, are wilful, amateur and 

absurd. They are as much about this performance space as the figure depicted. They are a 

fusing of all the strands from my practice to date. 

 

 
Fig. 34. Bonnell, from the series Camera II: Stigmata, 2011 

 

At the exhibition when they were shown, I was shocked by the reaction of the audience. 

Men and women were affected equally; they would start with laughter and then suddenly 

they would be overcome emotionally, many cried. This, I had not expected and it gave me 

a jolt, in that I had underestimated the power that photographs can have to play with a 

spectator’s emotion. My thinking on this now, is that these spectators must have actually 

entered the photographs or perhaps something had pricked them that I cannot see?  

 

‘Mad or tame? Photography can be one or the other: tame if its realism remains relative, 
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tempered by aesthetic or empirical habits (to leaf through a magazine at the hairdresser’s, 

the dentist’s); mad if this realism is absolute and, so to speak, original, obliging the loving 

and terrified consciousness to return to the very letter of Time: a strictly revulsive 

movement which reverses the course of the thing, and which I shall call, in conclusion, the 

photographic ecstacy.’ (Barthes, 1980: 119).  

 

 
Fig. 35. Bonnell, from the series Camera II: Stigmata, 2011 

 

What was new in these images was the introduction of gesture. Although relying on halos 

and paper plates, which hint at absurdity and the tragic and inhabiting the potential space 

of the artist’s cell, the found object/person has lost herself in play using her face and body 

to convey meanings. ‘Play fulfils its purpose only if the player loses himself in play.’ 

(Gadamer, 1975: 102). These gestures must be rehearsed and repeated until they are right 

‘The movement of playing has no goal that brings it to an end; rather, it renews itself in 

constant repetition.’ (Ibid: 104). I am arguing that it is this repetition that provoked such a 

response in the viewers. 
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5. Demonstration of a critical reflection of methodological issues and an indication of 

the future direction of research needed / to be carried out in the field 

 

Methodology 

The methodology which I have developed over thirty years is an open-ended experimental 

exploratory practice, most closely resembling Bricolage.  

 

‘In its old sense the verb ‘bricoler’ applied to ballgames and billiards, to hunting, shooting 

and riding. It was however always used with reference to some extraneous movement: a 

ball rebounding, a dog straying or a horse swerving from its direct course to avoid an 

obstacle. And in our own time the ‘bricoleur’ is still someone who works with his hands 

and uses devious means compared to those of a craftsman.’(Levi-Strauss, 1962: 16). 

 

I like this implication of deviousness, as it fits well the context of Wilful Amateurism. I 

can site here my avoidance of tripods and flash and for the most part the professional 

photographic studio as examples of this deviousness. 

 

Bricolage works as a term for me, but only so far.  It explains what I do in making my 

work, in that I will use whatever is there to hand (ibid: 17) and I will work wherever I am. 

But the other ingredient in this recipe is the imagination. I won’t follow prescriptions - not 

because the proper tool or implement is unavailable, but because I want to see what it will 

do in a different usage or context; what it’s not supposed to be used for. This is beyond 

bricolage, going into the territory of wilfulness. Work takes place in a variety of situations 

encompassing both studio (e.g., professionally in an Artist Residency or Fellowship 

situation) and various ‘non-art’ environments. The resulting work is disseminated via 

exhibition and book form. My wilfulness revolves around a lived experience; it stems from 

my education in studying the art movements which influenced me most, Dada and Arte 

Povera and is woven through my everyday life: I will make a piece of work just out of my 

lunch.  
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Fig. 36. Bonnell, from the series, Serving Suggestion  

 

‘The dada artist thus can effect a profound change through intervention into the present 

quotidian moment, creating an explosive epiphany not through extraordinary discourses, 

abstract or academic theories, but through a strategic targeting of the most banal, ordinary 

and trivial.’ (Gammel in Jones, 2004: 299). My photographs which have the appearance of 

absurdity are conjured from the most banal of experiences and objects.  

 

My work then, employs an ad hoc mixture of a number of experiential strategies which I 

have adapted wilfully for my own use and which is my established working method. ‘The 

phrase Ad hoc, meaning “for this” specific purpose reveals the desire for immediate and 

purposeful action which permeates everyday life.’ (Jencks and Silver: 1972, 16).  My 

wilful methodology is so bound up with my practice: it is the practice. For me to make 

explicit what constitutes my methodology (this mobius strip operating between the 

methods to create the work to create the space to create the methods to create the 

work…and so on..and on..), I  need to describe where, what and how it all happens.  

 

Performing/Where 

In order for me to make/do/perform something I have to prepare/create a space for it first. 

This is the paradoxical potential space. This space is always contained; like a box. It can 

take any form; shed, laboratory, kitchen; it is my choice, since I must create and prepare it. 
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The preparation of the space is something that has to happen in real time; I must put time 

aside in order to do this preparation. Always, at all times, the work is continuing in the 

background; it endures like breathing; like a heart beating. My visualisation of this is the 

giant factory in the film Modern Times (Chaplin: 1936), the ideas are constantly whirring, 

in flow inside my head; they never stop. Once the space is prepared, play can commence. I 

want to mention something here about the ‘concept of play’. Gadamer states that it is 

through play, that a work of art comes into being, of itself (Gadamer, 1975: 105). What I 

understand this to mean is that in taking my analogy of Chaplin’s constantly whirring cogs, 

it is only when play is commenced, that the work which has been making itself in the 

background, is revealed. This play is a form of ‘performance’ not just by me, but by the 

work, which is being evinced. 

 

Where/How 

The best analogy for this is of being in the kitchen. For me the creation of a piece of work 

is like the creation of a lovely soup. In the ad hoc manner in which I work (utilising all the 

things left over in the bottom of my fridge) I will make up a recipe and remind myself to 

write it down (particularly if the soup turns out to be good). I never make soup for myself; 

I make it for others to consume and if they ask, I will tell them what is in it. Here then, is 

an exact embodiment of my practice; through it, I am making a case for the experiential 

knowledge of the artist.  

 

How/Performing 

Where does the camera fit into all of this? Its usage was developed early on as a foil to 

counter a lack of skill in fabricating sculptures, becoming the means to access the work.  

(Interesting to note that Fox Talbot used it to counter his lack in drawing skills). Along the 

way it became my accomplice and driver. In the kitchen/laboratory the items to be utilised 

for work, are waiting in the space; they are in the fridge/freezer from earlier times, and 

they are on the table if they are less perishable ideas. Everything else not on the table or in 

the fridge is carefully compartmentalised and stored away in tightly sealed containers. In 

the middle of my kitchen is the most important thing; the appliance.  Because it is my 

kitchen/shed/laboratory I can choose what form the appliance takes. It is usually a cooker - 

but it can sometimes be a mixer - either a food mixer or cement mixer. It always somehow 

turns into a black box. The appliance/black box is the camera: the camera is the catalyst. 

The kitchen/shed /laboratory, unlike everything else is not a sealed unit, it has doors and 
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windows. The door or window is the photograph: the photograph is the conduit. Doing the 

cooking is performing. Entering and exiting the photograph is a secondary performance 

which is repeated on each re-entry and re-exit. 

 

To say all the above is not to suggest that the methodology developed all at once: wilful 

and amateur with its constituent  elements of serious play and so on. Rather I have found 

that the focus for my work has so far undergone three key stages which I outline below.   

 

Landscape and Object 1992 − 1998 

My focus on landscape was not pictorial or classical. In the nature of play, I used 

juxtaposition (Outputs 2, 3 & 4) as a method to explore the flora and fauna of the local 

land and noticing that in re-placing disparate objects, toys and food into alien territory the 

objects began interrogating themselves and their dislocations, producing a variety of 

atmospheres that were not funny at all but sinister and frightening. I understand this to be 

what Barthes calls dangerous, ‘…all we can say is that the object speaks, it induces us 

vaguely to think. And further: even this risks being perceived as dangerous. At the limit, 

no meaning at all is safer:’ (Barthes, 1980: 38). I was examining every facet of the genre 

with particular emphasis on politics; land use, territory, ecology, sustainability and gender. 

It was at this point that the humour within my images became apparent to me. The 

absurdity was very much within the methodology i.e., repetition and working serially and I 

was well aware of this. So in utilising these methods to make the photographs, it never 

occurred to me that the humour might leach into the images themselves; I had not realised 

that the absurd would feature so overtly. I was deadly serious; the photographs were 

hysterically funny: in exhibitions people were laughing uncontrollably. I was mortified and 

very upset, seeing it as a huge setback but later realising that this was the method to draw - 

no - to pull the audience in to the world I wanted them to inhabit. I am suggesting here that 

I was working against the 'program' (in Flusser's terms) by offering something that seduced 

by covert methods . 

 

Object and Context 1999 − 2005 

The objects utilised in my photographs (Outputs 2, 3, 4, 5 & 6) play with an idea of Dada, 

in that one is utilising objects from ordinary everyday life and willing them a different 

existence (through the catalyst of the camera) in becoming and (not becoming) ‘art’ but 

only via the conduit of the photograph. This willing, I see clearly in retrospect, is a 
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performed action; it is wilful. The object through its de-contextualisation, is made useless: 

art. My object/works although designated art, I would argue are nominated as such only in 

the context of their uselessness; later they are always recycled and re-used in future work. 

Similarly, the focus of the work was an enquiry into the domestic experience, the desire for 

escape and wilderness. The objects’ positioning either in the ‘out of doors’ or ‘indoors’ is 

both overtly comic and absurd connoting a madness in the placement - a form of 

desperation which is palpable within these images. There is more emphasis on the objects 

now, than the landscape - with the landscape being scrubland or lowly wasteland.  In the 

case of Output 5 the context has returned to the interior and the home, connoting 

amateurism. 

 

Self-Image 2006 − 2011 

Because the method has evolved itself, through the playing or the game, I realise that now 

in the methods utilised in Outputs 7 & 8 I have developed a set of rules governing how I 

function in the space of play; the playing field. The space of play is in Output 7 a black 

box and in Output 8 a white cell. In the black box the found person does nothing. She 

confronts the viewer and her objects gesture. I note though that in doing nothing, there is a 

violent energy in this set of pictures. In the white cell she is not confronting but she is 

gesturing. In this set of pictures I know that she is working very hard physically, but the 

overall sense is of utter calm.  
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Conclusion 

 

I began this analytical commentary by identifying a field, British feminist photography, 

where my work is situated. I then outlined a constellation of concepts which together form 

the aesthetic area which I have identified as Wilful Amateurism and which provides the 

grounding for my work within the field. I explained that my recurring question was:  

How can I subvert the technical and professionalized aspects of photography and in 

so doing,	   enter my own images; how can I make other people want to enter my 

images and what lies between reality and fantasy?  

Next, I argued for the specific contribution my research made to the larger field I had 

identified; important elements of the contribution made through the eight publications are 

discussed below.    

 

Firstly, through taking wilful ownership of the camera, discarding any professional use of 

it, for example by not using a tripod, and through making  a formal study of land use rather 

than landscape, I was claiming the land as feminine - as mine, both as a woman and a 

mother. This was followed by the introduction of domestic objects into my photographs, 

but more specifically through their recontextualisation in placing them within ‘landscape’. 

This was an act of defiance to bring a lived, female/domestic experience into the 

photographic domain where it had not existed before.  

 

As the work progressed, the imagination was brought more into play. For example in 

Output 3, the viewer expecting an object in the picture, is playfully confounded by its 

removal but a trace remains. As the work progresses, the viewer is made gradually more 

complicit. What begins to happen in Output 4, is a luring of the viewer into the picture’s 

fictional space and an invitation to perform themselves there. This happens through a 

meeting of my and the viewer’s transitional space and through their ‘willing suspension of 

disbelief’, evincing the magic of the photograph as conduit, but never letting the viewer 

forget that they are spectators.  

 

As the work continues the images become more theatrical, more absurd. More is demanded 

of the audience. Humour is used to communicate uncomfortable truths, through willing the 

objects to perform; this occurs through the catalytic agency of the camera. Lastly in 

acknowledging the performance element within my practice, I confront the camera at a 
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time of life when women are expected to disappear. In this silent and motionless 

confrontation, a violence is conveyed in the picture whereas in the final work, the opposite 

is conveyed through gesture, repetition, action and absurdity. 

 

Together these works have come into existence through the agency of Wilful Amateurism. 

As a tool it demands a looser and I would argue more honest and raw approach to 

communicating through art/photography. Artists have always broken rules and 

misbehaved. This is our licence. Through working with younger photographers, it is clear 

they are less constrained in breaking through, than we were; this is as it should be, they 

will have other constraints to break through. What I notice is that now less emphasis is 

placed on the ‘professional’ photograph; more women work within this ‘industry’ than 

before and there is scope for what I have called  ‘Wilful Amateurism’ to be utilized in new 

ways by future photographers, both male and female. 
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